We propose a new iterative distributed estimation algorithm for Gaussian hidden Markov graphical models with loops. We decompose a loopy graph into a number of linked ernbedded triangles and then apply a parallel block-lacohi iteration comprising local linear minimum mean-square-error estimation on each triangle (involving a simple 3 x 3 matrix inverse computation) followed by an information exchange between neighboring nodes and triangles. A simulation study demonstrates that the algorithm converges extremely rapidly, outperforming a number of existing algorithms. Embedded triangles are simple, local, scalable, fault-tolerant, and energy-efficient, and thus ideally suited for wireless sensor networks.
INTRODUCTION
Sensor technologies, signal processing, and wireless communication have matured to the point where large networks of sensor nodes can now be easily deployed in a wide variety of environments, making them very attractive for large-scale applications like environmental monitoring, security surveillance, and disaster relief [I]. Often battery-powered, sensor nodes are capable of sensing, computing, and cornrnunicating information.
In the setting considered here, each sensor node makes noisy scalar measurements of its physical environment, such as temperature, wind speed, or concentration of some substance. A core sensor network problem involves producing accurate estimates of the true values being sensed fmm the noisy measurements.
A naive estimation approach would first transmit all measurements to a central location and then apply classical estimation theory, for example libear minimum mean-squm-error (LMMSE) Wiener estimation for Gaussian measurements. For N sensor nodes, this involves computing an N x N matrix inverse to solve the associated normal equations. Unfortunately, since communication consumes significant energy 121, the naive centralized approach is extremely wasteful. Thus, there is a great need for distributed estirrurtion algorithms that replace global communication and centralized computation by local communication and computation, effectively distributing the N x N matrix inverse computation across the network.
Graphical models provide a natural setting for developing distributed estimation algorithms. Here, the correlations between sensor measurements are encoded in a graph structure. For example, a reasonable model assumes that inter-sensor correlations decay monotonically with distance and simply approximates a net- work's correlation structure in terms of a rriangulared gmph (see Fig. I(a) In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for distributed LMMSE estimation that is simple, local, scalable, fault-tolerant, and energy-efficient, and thus ideally suited for wireless sensor networks. The core idea is to decompose a loopy graphical model in terms of a number of linked embedded triangles. The iterative algorithm then comprises local LMMSE estimation on each triangle (a 3 x 3 matrix inverse computation) followed by an exchange of this information between neighboring nodes and triangles. The algorithm converges extremely rapidly in terms of both number of iterations and total communication energy expended, outperfoming a number of other algorithms in the literature. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 i n d u c e s a statistical hidden Markov model (HMM) for a sensor network; Section 3 outlines two current distributed techniques for estimation under this model. Section 4 develops the embedded triangles algorithm, while Section 5 illustrates its performance in a simulation experiment. Section 6 reviews the advantages of embedded triangles. and Section I concludes.
ESTIMATION IN SENSOR NETWORKS

Graphical models
Graphical ntodels, including Bayesian networks and Markov 'mdom fields, represent statistical dependencies between variables by means of a graph 141. Let D be an undirected graph defined by a set of nodes V and a set of edges E. Each node s E V is associated with an unobserved or hidden variable xs as well as with a noisy srasurernent y.. We assume that, given the set of hidden variables x := Ix.1~ E V}, the observations y := {y.ls E V} are independent of each other. A missing edge ( i , j ) between nodes i and j implies conditional independence between the variables xi and xj given all the other hidden variables. That is, if the neighborhood of node s is defined as N ( s ) := { t i ( s , t ) € &}, then
In this paper, we focus on the case where x is a jointly Gaus- (1)
-
linear function of y. we use the term LMMSE esriinare.
Sensor networks and Delaunay triangulation
When the process x being sensed is Gaussian and varies smoothly across space so that neighboring sensors measure similar values, a Gaussian HMM for the noisy meacurements y is natural. To specify the HMM matrix C, note that P8,t is related to the par- Figure ] (a) illusuates a sensor network and its Delaunay triangulation. Note that while we focus on Delaunay graphs in this paper, the methods developed below can easily be extended to arbitrary loopy topologies. We will use the terms ''sensor" and "node" interchangeably below.
DISTRIBUTED HMM ESTIMATION
A number of distributed message passing algorithms have been proposed for solving (I). including belief propagation (BP) 171, loopy BP 151, and extended message passing based on Gaussian elimination [6]. We will focus instead on a very attractive class of iterative methods for solving ( I ) based on a decomposition of V.
Matrix splitting algorithms
Let L = R-'?, denote the normalized observation vector. Equation(l) then becomes
If we rewrite V by "splitting" it into V = J -K, then solving (2) is equivalent to finding a fixed point of the system J E = 7 j + KP. Starting from an initial guess p , this suggests we generate a sequence of iterates { E " }~= l according to the recursion Update:
2"' = ~-' p , m = 1 ; 2 , . . .
(4)
This algorithm converges when the spectral radius df the matrix J-'K is strictly smaller than one:
For sensor networks, we seek a ( J . K ) pair The lacobi algorithm converges slowly in general, but it has the advantage of being eminently local: each node needs to know only its immediate neighbors' values in order to proceed.
Embedded trees algorithm
In the ernbedded trees algorithm, the matrix J := JT corresponds IO a spanning tree GT embedded in the loopy graph G 18.91. For example, Fig. l(b) illustrates a minimum-spanning tree for the sensor network in (a). With embedded trees, the inversion of JT can be performed exactly using a message passing algorithm such as belief propagation. Conditions for the convergence of the algorithm are provided in 191. Iteration over multiple different trees is also possible, and in certain case significantly improves the rate of convergence 191. The method can further be extended to exactly compute the variance of E. Unlike the Jacobi method, the embedded trees algorithm is global; in the Solve step, messages must be passed throughout the entire network in order to compute the next value of r^F at node s.
EMBEDDED TRIANGLES ALGORITHM
We now present an algorithm that combines the best of the lacobi and embedded tree methods in the sense that it is both local and fast.
Embedded triangles When a graphical model contains many loops, it becomes efficient
to place in J the elements of V corresponding to small, fully connected subsets of nodes (cliques) of G. In particular, for a triangulated graph, we propose to place in J a set of independent embedded triangles.' (Two triangles are independent if they have no common vertices; see Fig. I(c) for an example). Let T := {~i } t i , be a set of independent triangles of a loopy graph G, and let A , 
SIMULATIONS
In this section, we compare the performance of the Jacobi, embedded trees, and embedded triangles algorithms using a simulation with the 250-node graphical model in Figure I(a) .
'There is norhing sacred about triangles, of coume. Graphs containing Imps of L > 3 nodes c a n be dealt with in exaclly the same fashion in an extended embedded poljgons algorithm s E r compute the update y j j as in (3). N(0, ozI) , where the variance a' = 4 and I is the identity matrix. To generate the hidden variables I, we first set up the partial correlation coefficients as T~.~~~, {~,~) = c(1 -dist(s, t)), with dist(s, t ) the Euclidean.distance between nodes s and t and c the largest constant for which the precision matrix P is still positive definite. For the diagonal entries of P we use random variables uniformly distributed between 1 and 2. This permits us to compute the values Pa,t; s # t as described in Section 2.3 and to generate
x -N ( 0 , P-I). This specification of P ensures that the elements of C = P-' are positive (see Section 4.3).
Comparison of the three matrix splitting algorithms
In the embedded trees algorithm, we set Or to be the Euclidean minimum spanning tree of 0; see Figure l(b) . This tree contains the most highly correlated nodes and hence constitutes a goad choice [91. Since routing in sensor networks can make the discovery of multiple trees difficult and costly, we did not alternate between different trees in the ET algorithm. For the embedded triangles algorithm, we naively clustered the nodes into independent triangles; see Figure I (c).
We analyzed the convergence of the three algorithms by measuring the residual nonnalired mean-square ermr em := /IT -VP"'/j / /lpll, with = y/o', V = C-' + K 2 1 , and rn the iteration number. We averaged the residual error e"' over 50 different realizations of the noise E.
Figures 2(a) and (b) illustrate the superior performance of the embedded triangles algorithm. Figure 2 (a) asserts that the residual ermr for embedded triangles decays faster with increasing number iterations than for the Jacobi and embedded trees. Figure 2 (b) reveals that embedded triangles achieves a given residual enor using significantly lower inter-node communication energy than either lacobi or embedded trees. For this comparison, we assume that the energy required by a sensor node s to convey one floating point number to its neighbor t is proportional to (dist(s, t))' 121. 
HALLMARKS OF EMBEDDED TRIANGLES
We now summarize some of the desirable features of the embedded triangles algorithm.
Scalable: Since the embedded triangles algorithm operates in parallel over all independent triangles, the amount of time spent on each iteration does not change as we increase the number of nodes N in the network. In contrast, since the embedded trees algorithm relies on sequential message passing along the brdnches of a tree, its time-per-iteration will increase with the diameter of the network? which gmws with N L131.
Fault tolerant: Embedded triangles can quickly and easily recover from node failures. In the case a node failure, only the two nodes that form an embedded triangle with the failed node need to adapt; these nodes can either seek a new neighboring node not included in another triangle or continue to participate in the iterations as individual nodes (as in Jacobi iterations). All other tri-*The diameter of a graph is the length of the longest shortest path between two nodes. angles can remain oblivious to the failure and continue with their iterations. In contrast, embedded trees are more fragile, and it will be necessary to employ a routing algorithm to establish a new vee before continuing the iteration. This same property will enable sensor networks to efficiently self-organize into embedded triangles and begin iterating without expensive upfront route finding, Energy eficienr: As illustrated in Fig. 2(b) , the embedded triangles algorithm is communication-energy efficient when compared to the other two matrix splitting algorithms.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel distributed estimation algorithm for lwpy Gaussian hidden Markov graphical models. Our iterative approach decomposes a graphical model into independent embedded triangles, performs LMMSE estimation on each triangle, and then updates this estimate by collaborating with neighboring nodes and triangles. Our approach can be interpreted as an extension of the block-lacobi approach to matrix inversion. For simple spatial correlation models like the one described here, our algorithm enjoys guaranteed convergence.
Our initial results have opened up an array of interesting research directions. Embedded triangles can be trivially generalized by considering M-node clusters instead of triangles; we are currently investigating the tradeoffs involved in the choice of the cluster size. Based on the results, we could adapt the cluster size spatially to minimize quantities like inter-node communication energy, iterations required for convergence, etc. Other future avenues include efficiently estimating the variance of our conditional mean estimate, extending the algorithm to track changes over time, optimizing the interaction between distributed estimation schemes and ad hoc wireless network routing protocols, and investigating passible amlications to imaee Drocessine (Markov random fields) and -
